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Dear Friend: 

Our 21st program year has ended. Three startling events to report: first, our long-planned 
Turkish project with the State University of New York (SUNY) swung into action at its new 
Levin Center in New York City, then in Binghamton, with the arrival of distinguished 
political humanist Umit Cizre of Bilkent University, Ankara. This gives life to the gift of Mim 
Hallock, who patiently awaited the right project to honor her late husband Richard. 

Next, the second-largest gift in our history required early action: Elizabeth Kostova, author 
of the best-selling novel The Historian, offered cooperation with her Kostova Foundation 
(EKF) in Bulgaria. In December 2007, we helped EKF award the first Dyankov Prize at the 
Sofia Book Fair, for the year's best translation from English. A pendant prize for translation 
from Bulgarian into English will be added in late 2009. Then, with support pending from 
other sources, we helped jump-start the first Seminar for Writers in the Black Sea town of 
Sozopol. Twelve English-language and Bulgarian writers, with high-calibre faculty, met for 
a week in June for an exchange without precedent. 

Finally, after a two-year hiatus, the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs (ECA), State 
Department, under its new leader, Iranian-born Goli Ameri, revived the Roth Award for 
overseas cultural diplomats and inaugurated a parallel prize, the llchman-Richardson 
Award, for U.S.-based support, honoring the late Alice Stone llchman and John 
Richardson, past ECA directors. The parallel prizes were awarded by the Endowment's 
chair at a ceremony in ECA with Ms. Ameri and 200 staff attending. 

Beyond these starts and re-starts, our program moved forward across a broad front in 
fourteen countries. As examples, our new Winks Award for New Zealand graduate 
students with Fulbright help entered its third year; and our oldest program with Sweden in 
its third decade resumed after a transitional hiccup. 

Growth brings conundrums. The capital campaign discussed last Spring to lift our holdings 
to $1 million, proved premature as the markets fell back (see separate Financial Report). 
In the Spring of 2009, we hope to be ready. We will focus on capacity-building, since we 
have outrun one-person management. We remain committed to the long view, to low 
administrative ratios, to partnerships with like-minded institutions such as Fulbright 
Commissions, to human excellence, to board-designated sub-funds supporting particular 
activities, to the kind of research which breeds new knowledge~in short, to deepening 
inter-cultural dialogue. 
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We welcomed to our energetic board Dr. David A. Johnson, Professor Emeritus of Urban and Regional 
Planning, University of Tennessee, former head of the Fulbright Association and now chair-elect of the 
Design Center of Asheville NC, a non-profit group of architects and planners. We have begun 
decentralizing, rationalizing our committee structure, and upgrading our website. We have opened the 
mailing list and budget process to board members. Bill Rivera leads our efforts to engage alumni and 
helps Treasurer Hank Millon, with Patti Peterson, watch finances. Robert Bemis as Secretary helps 
monitor the website and mailing list and shapes information-flow. Chairing selections is Sky Arndt-Briggs, 
with her UMass colleague Sherrill Harbison and Dean Millon—last year's new criteria seem to have stood 
the first-year test. A small group is playing the role of an executive committee. 

As always, we owe thanks to many, beginning with the generosity and imagination of Elizabeth Kostova, 
the patience and generosity of Mim Hallock, and the support of Warren, Sarah and Frederick llchman 
and of John Richardson. Our gratitude goes as well to Secretary Ameri and her staff for the revival of the 
Lois Award, to the Delavan Foundation for augmenting its completed pledge in support of the Roth 
Award, to Elizabeth Blake for steady help with the Pleasants Award, and to Avril Winks for expertise on 
New Zealand. Thanks are overdue to Sherrill Harbison, for years with the Selection Committee; to Nicole 
Varchaver; to Jeanette Lindstrom for two decades with the Swedish program; to Ellen McKey now of HE; 
to Fulbright Commission directors or staff like Terhi Topi in Finland, Mele Windt in New Zealand, Sonia 
Mykletun in Norway, and new director Eric Jonsson in Sweden; to Pascale Hubert-Leibler of Columbia 
University; Rosemary Feal of the MLA; James Cathey of UMass' German and Scandinavian Studies, and 
Katherine Krebs of SUNY Binghamton's international office. As ever we depend on the steady nerves of 
investment counselor Shawn O'Reilly and Dean Wilhelm, legal advisor Jeffery Yablon, accountant 
Michael Weiser, webmaster Michael Ringland, printer-designers Alex and Jean-Philippe, and mailer 
David Harris. And dozens of generous individual donors who have continued to stand with us, some from 
the beginning, must know that we are what they have made us. 

Personal notes, happy and sad. On the sad side, Lois' friend Eleanor (Shaw) Arndt Branigan faded away 
gently in September, having completed 101 heroic years. Lois' first granddaughter Rosalie graduated 
summa from the University of Colorado and has joined Teach for America in Denver. In October Lois' first 
grandson, Luxembourg-resident Virgil, began the study of politics and philosophy at the Sorbonne. And 
my book The First Resort of Kings (Potomac 2005), in part an early report on Lois' life, is now more 
affordable; reviews still appear, it has found classroom use in universities, and it is under consideration 
for foreign translation-adaptations. 

The challenges remain and our need for help is greater than ever. Like all public charities—loosely 
defined, those receiving 33% or more of income from multiple private donations—we depend on gifts, 
Friends from Lois' and my generation have brought us this far, but their numbers dwindle. We look to new 
friends and a growing alumni body to keep at work building international understanding, one person at a 
time. 

With warm and grateful regards. 

Yours sincerely, 

Richard T. Arndt, Chairman 
(tX< XAA^Jbk 
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THE LOIS ROTH ENDOWMENT 

10 October 2008 

Dear Friend: 

Reviewing the FY 08 Annual Report before sending it off for 

printing and mailing I was struck by the optimism of the 

words drafted in early September. Then the S&P had fallen 

by 13%; today it is down 34%. However much the markets 

may disappoint us, they are in it for the long run. So are we. 

Let this personal note assure you that we intend to stay the 

course. I am not alone in planning to dig deeper into my own 

resources to help weather this gale. Please stick with us at this 

critical moment in our history and, if you can, try to go an 

extra yard or two. 

Yours, 

i 
fCA< 


